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INTRODUCTION

WELCOME
Welcome to the first edition of The Buzz newsletter!
Following on from the successful acquisition of two businesses in 12 months, supported
by excellent organic growth within our core business, we thought it would be a good time
to write to all of our customers to provide an update on all of our new developments and
innovations – and to thank you for your continued support and business!
In April 2018, we completed the acquisition on Safe & Warm (North West) Limited in Preston
in order to bring embroidery and printing services in-house. Whilst we have offered these
services to our customers for many years, we have, until the acquisition, had to rely on
outsourcing to third-party partners. As demand has increased, the need to bring this core
competency under our control became more and more apparent. Now that we have, we
are delighted to be able to offer a full design-to-print and embroidery service solution to all
of our customers. See page 10 for more details on our capabilities and page 20 to see what
we’ve done for Howdens.
In April of this year, we completed the acquisition of Stephenson Supplies Limited in
Faringdon, Oxfordshire. We have known of Stephensons for many years and constantly
heard about their fantastic reputation for customer service and supply. Over the past 45
years of trading, the Stephenson family have built a reliable, trustworthy and customercentric business, geared around the supply of Hygiene & Janitorial product. We feel that
with the Stephenson team, supported by our technology-based solutions and much
broader product offering, we can deliver more value to the customer base to benefit both
parties. To learn more about our added-value solutions, please turn to pages 6 and 7.
We are very proud of the business that we have built over the past 28 years and we are
passionate about adding value to our customer’s businesses. We have invested heavily in
technology in order to provide the most advanced, integrated solutions in the industry for
the supply and management of workplace supplies. We would welcome the opportunity
to meet with you to discuss what we can offer to your business to deliver real value (time,
space, cash and visibility) so please feel free to call us to arrange for one of our team to
come and see you.

Anyone can sell you a box, but not everyone can add value to your
business. We can. We understand that price is important but, in
today’s world, we also know that cost is even more relevant. We
deliver more than just the product so that you can focus on your
core business functions to deliver more value to your business and
to your customers.

Ray Hall
CEO
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Jonathan Hall

Managing Director

Tom Hall

Commercial Director

Robert Slipko

Operations Director
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Matt Hance

1.

2.

3.

Introducing our Business Development Manager
based at our Faringdon branch.
What’s your role within the business, how long have
you been doing it and what do you enjoy most about it?
I have been a member of the team at Stephenson Supplies
for just over 10 years. My title is Business Development
Manager and as such, I work very closely with all accounts
both old and new to ensure that we are offering the best
products, service, advice and after care possible. With everchanging policies and procedures being implemented for
our customers I also have to stay very much in touch with
these to make sure that the products we offer conform to
the standards required. If our customers are happy then
I’m happy.

1.
2.

What excites you most (and therefore hopefully
your customers) about the acquisition and the new
business on-going?
The new opportunities that have now been made available
to both me and our customers through the acquisition
by Consumables Solutions are fantastic; a much broader
range of products than ever before, the latest state-of-theart technology which will certainly transform the ease of
doing business for our customers, and far better-buying
power given their size ensures that I can continue to offer
fantastic products at the most competitive of prices. I am a
salesperson after all.

PRESTON BRANCH

4.

3.
4.

Diane Wilson
Business Development Manager
Sarah Southern-Naylor
Customer Service Manager
Emma Taylor
Customer Service Executive
Sam Higson
Customer Service Executive

FARINGDON BRANCH
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Kerry Lamb
Customer Service Manager
Tracey Alder
Supplier Relationship Executive
Sue Willis
Group Finance Controller
Trish Griffiths
Logistics & Administration Supervisor
Peter French
Driver/Installation Executive
Kelvin Chatfield
Driver/Installation Executive

What do you do outside of work as a hobby/passion?
How long have you been doing it, have you had any
successes at it?
I come from a farming background so have always had
a passion for the outdoors. When growing up it was the
usual pursuits like fishing, football etc. However, during
my late teens, I took up the sport of Clay (Pigeon)Target
Shooting. Being competitive both in business and life
led this to become an obsession as much as a passion. I
gained my first England Cap in 1996 and since then have
gone on to represent Great Britain internationally on more
than 65 occasions spanning 3 decades, winning numerous
World (5) and European (8)titles.
Back on home soil, I have won the English Open, British
Grand Prix and UK Championships to name but a few.
In what little spare time I have I also do a lot of coaching
as I love to see others improve. It’s very rewarding when
students of mine make the podium.
How would you describe yourself in one paragraph
Describing myself is always difficult but a few words I
hear a lot when others describe me are a people’s person,
competitive, confident and passionate about life.
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U-count™ - Customer managed inventory

OUR SOLUTIONS

THE MOST ADVANCED, INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS FOR THE SUPPLY & MANAGEMENT OF WORKPLACE SUPPLIES
For over 20 years, Consumables Solutions have been a leader and innovator in the development, management and implementation
of supply chain solutions for workplace products and services. We have demonstrated real tangible results by transforming and
streamlining our clients supply chain and administration services.
From our One-team™ fully managed on-site solution to our unique U-control™ e-procurement solution, our goal is to relentlessly
keep adding value to our clients by delivering managed, measurable step-changes in service, quality and overall efficiency.

From the supply of products and services, the development and execution of our industry
leading solutions, and our internal business system and processes designed to allow us to
deliver on our commitments, our customers are at the centre of what we do.
In order to maintain our position at the forefront of our industry, we have invested heavily
in Oracle Netsuite, the world’s largest cloud-based ERP. Now used worldwide by over 40,000
businesses, Netsuite’s advanced modules provide us with the platform to deliver an integrated,
seamless solution in all areas of our business – from customer service, sales and support to
logistics, finance and marketing.

U-count™ takes the hassle out of inventory management and
replenishment. Traditionally introduced to sites where the
workplace supplies spend did not warrant the implementation
of a full One-team™ solution, U-count™ provides all of the
controls and usage visibility required for the procurement of
workplace supplies. From replenishment of a single point on
site, through to stock management of multiple point-of-use
facilities, U-count™ can be tailored to suit the requirements of
every customer’s needs.

U-vend™ - Point-of-work technology
Moving critical material, tools, parts, components, and supplies
to the point of work, and automating the issuing of items and the
re-ordering and replenishment processes, create huge gains. This
is particularly true for cell-based manufacturing and production
operations. Cells such as manufacturing and production are
highly efficient, focused production areas. By making high-use,
high-cost and mission-critical items conveniently available to
the operatives who need them, the output of these cells can be
further optimised.

U-touch™ - Workplace requisition technology
Whilst traditional Kanban cupboards deliver product near to
the place of work, they are unable to provide management
information as to which user and cost centre has actually
consumed the product. U-touch™ resolves this issue.
Our new solution, which is pioneering in our industry, delivers
access to product at the point of use without compromising on
control or visibility.

U-control™ - Workplace management technology

KPI dashboard

U-control™ is our best-in-market e-procurement solution
designed to make the management and control of product as
easy and effective as possible. U-control™ is a free-of-charge
resource. The system is fully customisable meaning that not
only is the site fully branded, it is also populated with your cost
centres, users, individual spend limits, department-specific
catalogues, and customer-specific information, such as training
certificates and best practice documentation.

To ensure we provide our customers will full visibility over their
business and our performance, we have built a phenomenal
new KPI dashboard in to our solutions via Oracle Netsuite.
This fully-integrated platform is completely live and accessible
to all contacts that you as the customer define. What’s more, as
with all of our solutions, our dashboard is completely free!

U-save™

One-team™ - Vendor managed inventory
Our One-team™ fully managed on-site solution is designed
to provide a complete management system to help reduce
paperwork, number of orders, invoices and supplier visits to site.
Focusing on the control of spend, our One-team™ solution
provides customers with full visibility of spend, usage by cost
centre, site, authorised signatory and product, helping to
significantly reduce wastage and leakage across site.
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To find out how much you’re actually spending on your
workplace supplies, why not try our free online calculator
by visiting:
www.consumables.com/-u-save-calculator/.
Our One-team™ solution is fully funded by us, you just pay for the
products that you use, when you use them.
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SERVICES
CASE
STUDY
What were the problems/issues faced by Discovery prior to working with
Consumables Solutions?
The whole project has been a totally new way of working/supplying material for us. There
were a few challenges to start but they were all around the way that our workers were used
to accessing product. By moving product near-line and providing an on-site replenishment
service, the great team at Consumables have sorted the day-to-day issues that we faced
and are continually helping us to upgrade our processes and deliver more efficiency.
What were the key drivers in selecting Consumables Solutions as the chosen supply
chain partner?

A great experience! We are looking to further develop the partnership by
adding more and more products to Consumables’ portfolio. Their technology
provides us with live access to our usage and spend, helping us control our
cost, so why wouldn’t we want to expand what they deliver to our business?!
In general we are very happy that we chose Consumables Solutions.
Tanja Vogelnik, Operations Manager at Discovery Yachts

A lot of experience. This was key. We are experienced at building boats and we’ve built a
fantastic reputation in our market but managing the products we need to build the boats
is not our core strength. With Consumables, that’s what they do. With a broad product
offering, market knowledge and awareness, access to core manufacturers, and a desire
to implement process improvement and change, the cooperation between our two
businesses is already delivering such value. The release of space and cash from inventory
has also been a welcome bonus as Consumables own and manage the supply chain.
How did you find the implementation of the solutions and the on-going process
management since go live?
Implementation was done very quickly and very effectively. We work closely with the
Consumables team to continue to upgrade what we have on site, particularly in terms of
products, and the range that they now supply to site is already much broader than when we
went live in November as the value-add delivers exactly that. Our workers fully understand
the process of what we’re trying to achieve and all have bought in to the partnership.
What results have you seen in terms of improvements to process, time, cashflow,
visibility, etc. since go live?
Better cash flow, more space, more visibility, more control, less transactional headache in
terms of raising orders and chasing suppliers, more time to focus on building boats and
winning new orders, less product waste – I could go on.
What quantifiable savings (tangible and/or intangible) have you enjoyed since
selecting Consumables Solutions as your supply chain partner?
The biggest saving is time. Our guys no longer need to leave their place of work to access
product so there’s no more walk/talk time any more. Material is where it is should be
and, because of Consumables’ technology, it’s continuously optimised to ensure we
have exactly what we need, where and when we need it. All the stock on site belongs to
Consumables until we use it and then we get charged for what we’ve consumed. In addition,
my Procurement and Operations teams are no longer bogged down in the administrative
headache of raising and chasing orders or processing supplier queries.

Discovery Yachts was established in the late 1990’s by John
Charnley with the aim of designing a definitive short-handed
cruising and displacement yacht. The original and now iconic
Discovery 55 still turns heads in every new port she enters around
the world. Discovery now produces a range stretching from 44
to 84 feet, all built to the same high quality and impeccable
standard that the brand has become known for across the world.
Recent acquisitions has seen the Group grown significantly
and brands now include Southerly Yachts, Revelation yachts,
Longitude yachts, Bluewater Yachts, Custom and Britannia
Yachts – all branded Discovery. We are experienced at building
boats and we’ve built a fantastic reputation in our market but
managing the consumable products we need to build the boats
is not our core strength.
In order to focus on building boats, Discovery chose to
implement the One-team™ solution from Consumables
Solutions in November 2018, initially on a 3-year contract. From
go live, the solution has delivered more control and visibility over
spend whilst, more importantly, leaving the skilled staff on site
to focus on building boats to the exacting standards expected by
Discovery Yachts owners and customers.
We asked Tanja Vogelnik, Operations Manager at Discovery
Yachts, for her views on the added-value solutions being
delivered to the business.
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AUDITS & SURVEYS

OUR SERVICES

Combining our expertise, together with that of our key suppliers, we will fully
support your team with on-site training & knowledge exchange through one-to-one
engagement, site surveys and audits. Manufacturer-led on-site surveys include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Abrasives & Cutting Materials
ESD
First Aid
Footwear & Workwear
Hand Protection & Skin Care
Hygiene, Janitorial Chemicals &
Equipment

•
•
•
•
•

Noise
Respiratory
Silicones & Sealants
Spill
Welding

KITTING
We can work with you and your team to develop bespoke kits, tailored to your exact
requirements. We can also work with you to help identify repeat order processes, by
department, product type or user, and produce kits based on a forecast schedule or
request to ensure that all of the required items are delivered to the right area at the
right time, maximising space and productivity for your staff.
•
•
•

EMBROIDERY & PRINTING
As a business, we have been providing our customers with
embroidered and printed workwear for the best part of 20
years. Up until April 2018, these were outsourced offerings for
us meaning that we were beholden to third-party partners in
terms of our commercial ability, speed of response and quality
of workmanship. As we like to own all core competencies
ourselves, we decided to bring both of these key functions inhouse through our acquisition of Safe & Warm (North West)
Limited based in Preston.
Safe & Warm, like us, were a family-owned, family-run business
and, whilst none of the family members no longer work for
us, bringing this skill set in house has proven to be a fantastic
decision. With over 100,000 garments successfully delivered to
our customers since the acquisition, this part of our business
continues to go from strength to strength as we continue to
service some of the UK’s leading business. Please see pages
20 and 21 to learn more about what we’ve done recently with
Howdens, the UK’s largest supplier of fitted kitchens, as an
example.
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In December 2018, we took the decision to move our fleet of
embroidery and printing machines from a small unit in Preston
to our main Logistics Centre in Swindon, creating a dedicated
facility to house these and recruiting a new production team
with a background in embroidery and printing services
to ensure we maintained our quality but enhanced our
production lead times. The results have been outstanding.
As we have reduced lead times and increased production
output, we are now looking to further build our business.
We have put together an enticing promotion with eight free
offerings for you. Please see page 15 for more details.
If you have any branded requirements looming, why not give
us a call. We can assist with logo or branding designs thanks
to having our own in-house design team, we can produce
embroidery files in-house, embroider and print in-house,
produce workwear packs as standard, and much more. So
please, give us a call today on 03300 888 000 and select option
1 to speak to one of our dedicated customer service team to
find out more.

Reduced purchasing activity
Reduced supplier management
Improved productivity

PRODUCT TRAINING
Combining our expertise, together with that of our key suppliers, we will fully
support your team with on-site training & knowledge exchange through one-to-one
engagement, site surveys and audits. Manufacturer-led on-site surveys include:
•

On-site technical support

•

On-site supplier days & exhibitions to help educate staff and share knowledge
base

•

Toolbox talks, delivered at your staff’s place of work, to help build awareness of
agreed topics and discussion

•

Development and implementation of a focused plan for improvement across all
workplace supplies and on-site services

WORKWEAR PACKS
Managing workwear can be a headache, particularly when you’ve got a lot of new
starters to cater for. What you don’t want is to place your order and then receive
everything back in bulk as it’s a waste of your time to have to then sort through
everything and issue accordingly. We offer workwear packs for free – that’s one of the
many benefits of having our own in-house production team!
If you request garments for an individual then we will package everything up in to
a single workwear pack, clearly marked up with the individual’s name so that you
simply receive the goods and hand out by the pack. What’s more, we’ll also design the
workwear order form for you in order to capture the employee’s requirements upfront
making the process as simple and efficient as possible.
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2.

3.

1 ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
•
•
•
•
•

Batteries & Chargers
Cables & Extension Leads
ESD & Electrical Equipment
Lighting
Much more

To access our vast product offering, please
visit us at shop.consumables.com

2 ENGINEERING SUPPLIES
•
•
•
•
•

Air Tools & Accessories
Chemicals & Adhesives
Hand Tools
Measuring & Monitoring
Much more

3 HYGIENE & JANITORIAL
4.

5.

4 LABORATORY & SCIENTIFIC
•
•
•
•
•

OUR 8
PRODUCT
CATEGORIES

6.

7.

•
•
•
•
•

Bags & Pouches
Beakers & Bottles
Caps & Stoppers
General Laboratory Supplies
Much more

Janitorial Chemicals
Dispensers
Janitorial Equipment
Wipes & Wiping Systems
Much more

5 OFFICE SUPPLIES
•
•
•
•
•

8.

Adhesives & Tapes
Desktop Accessories
Printers, Fax & Copier Supplies
Files, Pockets & Binders
Much more

6 PACKAGING CONSUMABLES
•
•
•
•
•

Bags & Boxes
Shrink Wrap
Strapping
Tubing & Sheeting
Much more

7 PERSONAL PROTECTION
•
•
•
•
•

Ear, Eye, Foot & Hand Protection
Head & Face Protection
Respiratory Protection
Working At Height
Much more

8 WORKPLACE MANAGEMENT
•
•
•
•
•
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Signage
First Aid
Fire Management
Spill Management
Much more
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CONSUMABLES.COM

EMBROIDERY PROMOTION

We have an ever-expanding catalogue of over 335,000 products on our e-commerce portal offering a wide range of
products from basic hygiene items to highly technical manufacturing supplies. In addition, businesses can use the online
resource as a customised portal and as an internal purchasing solution across their organisations.

OUR FREE EMBROIDERY SERVICES
Consumables.com also helps customers reduce costs and improve efficiency and effectiveness whilst working towards a
more sustainable procurement strategy.

335,000
PRODUCTS

We believe we have a product range
broad enough to service you with
any product that you need within
your workplace but, if we don’t, we
have a Sourcing team that’s here to
help to find the right solution for your
requirements.
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500,000
DATA SHEETS

Let us take away the headache of
managing and maintaining product
datasheets for you. With over 500,000
on our system, our Data team liaise
with our manufacturers and suppliers
daily to ensure we and you remain
compliant.

NEW & IMPROVED

ONLINE CHAT

FREE

Artwork & set-up to help you get
started quickly & easily

FREE

Logo sample swatches to ensure
you love the quality of our product

FREE

Delivery on all orders over £75
(excluding vat)

FREE

Workwear packs so that you get
goods delivered ready to issue

ON THE WEBSITE
We’ve always offered an online chat
feature via our website but we’ve
just moved to Tawk.To in order to
be able to provide a quicker, slicker,
integrated live chat feature for our
customers.

FREE

Branded holdall on all orders over
£150 (excluding vat)

FREE

Embroidery for all orders of 100
garments or more

FREE

Access to U-control™, our marketleading e-procurement platform

FREE

On-site consultation and account
management
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SUPPLIER FOCUS

NEW PRODUCT FOCUS
3M™ have been supplying to Consumables for over 20 years.
They are a brand that are known all over the world. But what
do you really know about them? Here’s a quick snippet from
their Marketing team of who they are and what they offer.
“There’s so much we could say when we are asked about our
company - but let’s keep things simple. We are a sciencebased technology company that is committed to improving
lives and doing business in the right way - which is why we
have been listed as a World’s Most Ethical Company for three
years in succession. And we love applying our science to
creating products that, in big ways and small, make things
better in some way. Helping people to be safe. Making them
more productive. Protecting their health. Safeguarding the
environment. And we have an insatiable appetite for meeting
the world’s ever-changing challenges.

3M™ SECURE CLICK™ RESPIRATOR
FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

We are relentless in our pursuit of solutions to our customers’
problems - one third of our revenues come from products that
didn’t exist five years ago. At 3M, honesty, integrity and the
ability to work as part of a team contribute to a culture that
is founded on curiosity, problem-solving and collaboration.
We work tirelessly to deliver our vision: 3M technology
advancing every company. 3M products enhancing every
home. 3M innovation improving every life.”

Silicone Flex-Joint Faceseal
Easy-Adjust Buckle, simple two-way adjustability
Speaking Diaphragm for easier communication
Push Button Seal Check
Better Breathability
Exhalation Valve helps direct exhaled breath &
moisture downward

Available Colours

GVS Elipse® P3 RD Ready to Use Half Mask

PRO.TECT™ BLACK HD+ Nitrile Gloves (Long Cuff)

Product Specification

Product Specification

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Low profile filters provide unobstructed field of vision
Latex and silicone free
Compatible with other PPE safety products
Protection from dust, metal fumes, oil and water mists
Approved to European Standard EN140: 1998. APF 20

Silicone free formulation
Ultra heavyweight construction, durable & long lasting
Textured palms and ﬁngers provide improved grip
Ambidextrous fit
Available in 4 other colours

3M™ AURA™ 9300+GEN3 SERIES

3M™ 2890 SERIES SAFETY GOGGLES

TASKI® Swingo 2100µicro Floor Cleaner

Retreeva Global Retractable Detectable Pens

FEATURES

FEATURES

Product Specification

Product Specification

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Integrated nose clip and soft nose foam
Engineered to fit a wide variety of face shapes & sizes
Flat-fold design and individual packed
NEW Cool Flow™ Comfort Valve
Features 3M’s Advanced Electret Filter
Engineered to help reduce fogging of 3M™ eyewear
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•
•
•

Optical class 1 lens suitable for prolonged use
Provides protection against liquid droplets & large
dust particles
Wide, easy-to-adjust strap for stable comfortable fit
Indirect ventilation improves air circulation
Acetate lens option for increased chemical resistance

•

100% recyclable and uses concentrate product
Double wash machine with 55cm working width
75 litre solution tank capacity
Compact design with unchallenged performance & high
flexibility for operations beyond traditional boundaries
XFC battery technology for extra fast charging

Proven levels of detectability by metal and x-ray detectors
Moulded from shatter resistant polymers
Intended for a real lanyard, not just a thread
Positive retracting mechanism
Available in 4 colours
Four ink colours - blue, black, red and green
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NEW PPE REGULATIONS

DELIVERY COVERAGE

THE NEW PERSONAL PROTECTIVE
EQUIPMENT REGULATIONS WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

Our locations
Portsmouth customer
service area

On the 21st April 2018, Regulation (EU) 2016/425 on Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE) will come into force and replace the
old PPE Directive 89/686/EEC.

Preston customer
service area
Faringdon customer
service area

PPE are products that the user can wear or hold, in order to
be protected against hazards either at home, at work or whilst
engaging in leisure activities.

Own vehicles delivery
area (carriage free)

MAIN CHANGES
MAIN CHANGES

TRANSITIONAL PERIOD

The new Regulation now applies to the whole supply chain rather
than just manufacturers. Everyone involved in the manufacture,
supply and distribution of PPE must ensure their PPE meets with
the standard requirements.

There is a transition period of 1 year (21st April 2018 to 20th
April 2019) where both the old Directive and the new Regulation
are applicable. Therefore PPE designed and manufactured in
accordance with Directive 89/686/EEC can still be placed on the
market until 21st April 2019.

Some of the standard requirements are outlined below:
•

Making sure PPE complies with the essential health and
safety requirements;

•

Making sure technical documentation has been drawn up;

•

When compliance has been demonstrated the EU
declaration of conformity has been drawn up and a CE
mark affixed;

PURCHASING PPE

•

Retention of documents for 10 years;

•

Sample testing;

•

Duty to take action in relation to non-conforming PPE;

•

Labelling requirements;

•

Providing instructions; and

•

Cooperating with the national authority.

UK LEGISLATION

The new Regulation slightly modifies the risk categorisation of
products. Life Jackets and hearing protection are moved from
Category II (Intermediate PPE) to Category III (Complex PPE).
This means that they are now subject to stricter conformity
assessment procedures and ongoing surveillance.
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WF

M

EC type-examination certificates and approval decisions issued
under the old Directive shall remain valid until 21st April 2023
unless they expire before that date.

Regulation (EU) 2016/425 does not apply any duties directly
to end users of PPE. Employers who are selecting and using
PPE within their own organisation are covered by the Personal
Protective Equipment at Work Regulations 1992 which are
unaltered by this Regulation. Those involved in specifying,
sourcing or purchasing PPE for use within their own organisation
should continue to select appropriate PPE which has been CE
marked.

In certain cases, the manufacturer’s obligations can now apply
to importers and distributors. An importer or distributor who
markets a product in Europe under their own name, brand or
trademark becomes liable for the full manufacturer’s obligations.

HX

In the UK The Personal Protective Equipment (Enforcement)
Regulations 2018 (SI 2018/390) provide an enforcement and
penalty regime for Regulation (EU) 2016/425.

AL

CF

BS

03300 888 000

Call our local rate number
Portsmouth - Option 1, option 1
Faringdon - Option 1, option 3
Preston - Option 1, option 2

Next day or 48 hour
parcels

Next day or 48 hour
pallets

Next day or 48 hour
hazardous chemicals
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HOWDENS BROCHURE

We produce our embroidery files
in-house so that they’re ready to
use on our Happy® machines.

EMBROIDERY & CUSTOMISATION
Formed in 1995 with a commitment to provide kitchens
and joinery products to trade customers from local stock,
Howdens is now the UK’s largest supplier of fitted kitchens,
offering quality services to local builders nationwide. With
a branch network of over 700 depots, the business has been
built around a design-to-delivery service with product quality
and craftsmanship at the heart of everything it does.
Through our Preston branch, we have been supplying
Howdens with workwear for over 4 years. Following our
acquisition of the Preston business in April 2018, we decided to
put together a Howdens-specific workwear brochure complete
with integrated order form, in order to build awareness of our
working relationship across all branches. Making use of our
own in-house graphic design team, the brochure – an image
of which is shown above and to the right – showcases all
of the products available to Howdens staff, with each item
detailing branding options, features and benefits, size options
and pricing. Professionally printed by one of our local print
partners, every Howdens branch was sent a copy for their
reference and the feedback was fantastic.
Following on from a recent re-brand by Howdens which allows
each branch to select from three different logo variations, we
took the opportunity to re-design the brochure in order to
make the selection process even easier.
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Again, the success has been notable, and the relationship
continues to strengthen off the back of this customer-focused
campaign.

Garments are embroidered on
our own machines to the highest
quality and all new customers
receive a sample swatch to
approve.

We produce workwear packs inhouse for free in order to make
the receipting and issuing of
goods quicker and easier for
you.

CASE STUDY
We asked Simon Robinson from Howdens Joinery, Bamber Bridge branch for his views on the services Consumables delivered.

With in-house design capabilities to support our in-house
production capabilities, we are more than happy to provide
you with workwear designs, workwear packs, brochure
designs, customer-focused literature, to help support your
requirements – all for free. Our reward is your business and we
believe that if we invest in our relationship with you now, both
businesses reap the benefit over the longer term.

How long have you been working with Consumables/
Safe & Warm?
12 Months.
How do you find their Customer Service team?
Fantastic – always quick at responding to query’s and very
knowledgeable.

For more information on our services or to discuss what we
can do for your business, please call us today on our local rate
number – 03300 888 000 and select option 1 to speak to our
customer-focused teams.

How would you rate the quality of the embroidery that
they produce?
10/10 Perfectly matches my logo.
What are your thoughts on the Howdens brochure that
Consumables designed and produced for Howdens?
Very professional and makes it easier to shop for workwear
for the team, easy to shop and navigate.
The Howdens brochure featuring customisation options and the
workwear order form that Howdens used to order embroidered
garments.

Do you have any other comments you’d like to share?
Thanks for helping us keep a great appearance up with
professional uniforms and gifts for our customers.
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Consumables Solutions
Busy working for you

COMPETITION TIME

www.consumables.com

BROCHURE & MEETING REQUESTS
Thank you for taking the time to read The Buzz, we hope you found it to be of interest. Whilst this publication may have been of some
use in showcasing who we are and what we do, there’s nothing better than speaking or meeting with a human to really understand
the value that we can deliver to your business.
If you would like that then please fill in the simple form below and send back to us at sales@consumables.com and one of our team
will be in touch with you very soon to arrange.
Your name:

The best number
to call you on:

Your job title:

The time and day
to call you:

Your company:

What you’re interested
in: Phone call / Visit:

If you would like to receive any of our literature on some of our products and/or services, then please complete the below and,
again, send back to us at sales@consumables.com. We will confirm receipt and send a literature pack in the post marked for your
attention.
Your name:

Address:

Your job title:

THE PRIZE
It’s competition time! We’re looking for the funniest caption for the image above. To play along, simply email
your caption (or captions – we don’t mind you having more than one go!)

Postcode:

Your company:
Please tick the relevant literature you would like to receive.

Send the email to buzz.competition@consumables.com by the 31st August 2019 and, whoever we deem to be
funniest, wins a £50 ‘The Restaurant Choice’ gift card!
The Restaurant Choice Gift Card is accepted in thousands of restaurants in every region of the UK. The card
can be used at any time of day as part or full payment for food or drink in all participating restaurants. They
can be used at PizzaExpress, Yo!Sushi, Cafe Rouge, Pizza Hut, Ask Italian, Zizzi, Byron Burger The Real
Greek and Nando’s.
Good luck!
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Contact us on - 03300 888 000

Head Office

1000 Lakeside, North Harbour
Portsmouth, PO6 3EN

Follow us on

sales@consumables.com

Visit us at - www.consumables.com

